Dr. Nazeer Haider Khan - A Source of Enlightenment for Quality Health Care
Tampa, Aug 15, 2019 (Issuewire.com) - Everyone needs to be concerned and involved in the quality of healthcare being delivered and being received, right from the patients, their families, healthcare providers, administrators of health insurance companies, etc. Although the healthcare system in the USA is one of the best in the world, still, there exist huge gaps in the different layers of healthcare delivery. The healthcare system is thus fragmented that leads to compromise with the quality of care. Meet Dr. Nazeer Haider Khan, a Physician and a veteran in the field of medical sciences who is giving his best to bridge the existing gaps in the health care system and offer the highest quality of care in the most efficient manner to the patients.

With a strong family history in Medicine, Nazeer Haider Khan, MD, “Dr. Naz”, has been a very bright student since his childhood yet never really desired to become a doctor. After immigrating to the US in 1979, Dr. Naz who was born to a dedicated mother and a surgeon father, Dr. Naz wanted to become an Aerospace Engineer while his father motivated him to pursue his career in medicine for which Dr. Naz never regrets. Dr. Naz was very proactive since his high school days as an athlete and extremely enthusiastic about academics. He was a go-getter and realized very early that there is no space for mediocrity in this very competitive world. His encouraging life story from a McDonald’s employee to the CEO of several healthcare administration companies is worth applauding.

Dr. Naz graduated from Rush Medical College in 1998 but even before he was the author of numerous research publications, won several research awards as well as a recipient of numerous research fellowships and grants. As an undergraduate student, Dr. Naz conducted basic science research studies at Dr. Bill Geer’s Molecular Genetics Laboratory. A true barometer of Dr. Naz’s hard and dedicated work ethics was his acceptance into Rush Medical College (Chicago, IL) at the end of his first year of undergraduate at Knox College (Galesburg, IL) While at Rush Medical College, Dr. Naz also had the privilege of partaking in an internship under Dr. Hoda, a renowned specialist in arthroscopic surgery in Europe. He conducted several basic science research and for which he has been honored. Dr. Naz, after completing his medical school joined the Department of Internal Medicine residency program at Rush Presbyterian St. Luke’s Medical Center in Chicago, one of the most renowned residency programs in the country. Dr. Naz would go on to be selected Chief Resident of the Internal Medicine Residency Program, where again, he received numerous teaching awards.

Dr. Nazeer’s decision to shift from the clinical aspect of medicine to administrative medicine was a big step. He was always concerned with delivering the highest quality of care and had the vision to offer the best services to his patients. He was always looking for the sentinel aspects of the healthcare delivery system that would make the most impacting effects on delivering the highest quality of care. He walked on the path that was shown by his beloved father who always said ‘treat your patients as if they were your family members’. His family was known for being very charitable towards the underprivileged people in their homeland and supported a lot of people for better living and education.

Today, Dr. Naz holds approximately 20 years of experience in healthcare administration and he is working selflessly to ‘give back to the society’. In one of his recent interviews, he said- ‘We all owe to the society in one way or the other. In my case, I saw a lot of people suffering over my years of experience as a doctor, and since a doctor tries to minimize a patient’s suffering, I’m treating society as one of my patients and trying to minimize its suffering as a whole. One of the attributes that we learned from my father was to always give back to your community and the less fortunate. Some examples of projects our family is working on is: skill acquisition schools boys and girls in India, free medical clinic for those less fortunate in India, eye surgery initiatives for the less fortunate in India, developing a community
center focused on providing education, healthcare, and food to the less fortunate in my parents’ home
town in the USA. Along with myself personally partaking in several local community volunteering
initiatives. Currently, my other Partners and I are focusing on building and managing dozens of Primary
Care clinics focused solely on the care of the elderly in the United States.’

What makes Dr. Naz a reformer, is his humble perspective in spite of such glorious achievements. He
has indeed set true examples that justify the saying ‘Health is Wealth’ and with his excellent healthcare
administrative approaches, one can easily attain the best practices in this domain. Dr. Nazeer Haider
Khan is not only a reputed personality in Florida but deserves to be known globally. The world can
become a better place to live if more people chose to serve mankind the way he is doing.
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